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Status of LHC measurements

☛ lack of CP violation, hierarchy,…. Where’s the new physics?
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Higgs physics as a probe of (B)SM physics

‣ Can Higgs phenomenology pinpoint BSM solutions?
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Why have we not 
seen them yet?

What can be 
learned at 3/ab?

What about 
beyond the LHC?
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LHC can investigate this in three directions

Why have we not 
seen them yet?

What can be 
learned at 3/ab?

What about 
beyond the LHC?

1. precision of Higgs coupling extraction  
2. sensitivity of rare final states (e.g. di-Higgs) 

and exotics 
3. sensitivity to weakly-coupled BSM 
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‣ Higgs coupling extraction is made difficult by “blind directions”
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‣ one of the most prominent an relevant for Higgs physics
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[Vainstein et al. `70] 
[Ellis et al. `76] 
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‣ Higgs coupling extraction is made difficult by “blind directions”
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‣ one of the most prominent an relevant for Higgs physics
[Vainstein et al. `70] 
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‣ way out: resolve loop for                            with one or more jets pT (H) � mt
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contact ggH interactions mask top Yukawa measurements
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FIG. 1: Predictions for Higgs+jet production for approximate cancellations of Wilson coe�cient choices that can be resolved for
large momenta. The uncertainty is evaluate by a factorisation and renormalisation scale variations by factors of two around the
central scale µ =

p
(pH + pj)2. Modified branching ratios H ! ⌧⌧ are included throughout.axis labels divide by bin width?,

add some cut details

Such an approach provides unique opportunities to the
extraction of unknown parameters. In particular, the
constraining results of the first LHC runs have left an
impression that new physics could be heavy. This has
motivated the particular use of e↵ective field theory tech-
niques for the hunt of new BSM interactions. The rele-
vance of di↵erential distributions in this context has been
highlighted in [9? –11] and the interplay of theoretical
uncertainties in this context is extremely important.

In this paper we provide a new approach to machine
learning, including systematic uncertainties right from
the outset. This not only allows to evaluate a neural net-
work (NN) score in a much more controlled and reason-
able way, but also paves the way to perform di↵erential
parameter fits on an event by event basis while fully in-
cluding a measure of trust for the observed phase-space
region. We discuss this using the example of Higgs pro-
duction in association with jets. This paper is structured
as follows: In Sec. II we review the basics of the appli-
cation of adversary neural networks to pivotising uncer-
tainties. In Sec. III, we apply this technique to an area of
Higgs physics where uncertainties are crucial: the break-
ing of a blind direction in EFT-modified gluon fusion pro-
duction cross section using additional jet emission. We
o↵er conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. ADVERSARIAL NEURAL NETS AND
UNCERTAINTIES

• usage of generative adversarial networks (GAN)
first proposed by [12]

– aim: train NN to generate data according to
a given (experimental) distribution

– method: train two neural networks, a classi-
fier and adversary, simultaneously using op-

positional training goals: adversary: learn to
generate data samples according to given dis-
tribution, classifier: learn to distinguish be-
tween generated and real samples.
At the end of training classifier can distin-
guish adversary output from real data only by
chance

• in this work generative aspect of adversarial net-
works is less relevant;

• instead implement adversarial network as a method
for pivotization with respect to systematic uncer-
tainties in the training data as described in [13]

• more specifically, obtain event classification (into
signal and background) which is independent of the
theoretical systematic uncertainties associated with
the renormalization and factorization scales

• This is achieved by using the adversary to penalize
the classifier whenever it becomes sensitive to the
scale variation. Hence, the classifier can not op-
timize on phase space regions that seem to have
a large discriminating power between signal and
background but su↵er from systematic uncertain-
ties. In this respect the adversarial network is a
numerical implementation of an optimization prob-
lem (with respect to signal-background separation)
with constraints (being independent of the scale)
where the constraints are implemented via the loss
function of the adversary and the associated La-
grange multiplier is a tunable hyper parameter of
the adversarial neural network (ANN).
COMMENT(PG): Ref. [13] actually gives a very
nice example how this pivotization works. They
take two 2-dim. Gaussian distributions. Central
value of background at µ = (0, 0) and central value

cg, cu,3 � incl. GF � 15% SMcg, ct
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‣ way out: resolve loop for                            with one or more jets pT (H) � mt
<latexit sha1_base64="lYLglWEURd78QQ2psjdyQ0RU+gk=">AAACGXicbZDNSgMxFIUz9X/8q7p0EyxC3ZQZEVRwIbhxqWBV6JQhk7mtoUlmSO5UytA30a2+hytx68rX8AlMaxdqPRA4nHMvuXxJLoXFIPjwKjOzc/MLi0v+8srq2np1Y/PaZoXh0OSZzMxtwixIoaGJAiXc5gaYSiTcJL2zUX/TB2NFpq9wkENbsa4WHcEZuiiubuTxVf18L+qim1FUxRhXa0EjGItOm3BiamSii7j6GaUZLxRo5JJZ2wqDHNslMyi4hKEfFRZyxnusCy1nNVNg2+X49CHddUlKO5lxTyMdpz83SqasHajETSqGd/ZvNwr/61oFdo7apdB5gaD590edQlLM6IgDTYUBjnLgDONGuFspv2OGcXS0fD/ScM8zpZhOy6jfBz4so0KnYEagh76DFP5FMm2a+43jRnh5UDs9mdBaJNtkh9RJSA7JKTknF6RJOLknj+SJPHsP3ov36r19j1a8yc4W+SXv/Qs9eaCs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lYLglWEURd78QQ2psjdyQ0RU+gk=">AAACGXicbZDNSgMxFIUz9X/8q7p0EyxC3ZQZEVRwIbhxqWBV6JQhk7mtoUlmSO5UytA30a2+hytx68rX8AlMaxdqPRA4nHMvuXxJLoXFIPjwKjOzc/MLi0v+8srq2np1Y/PaZoXh0OSZzMxtwixIoaGJAiXc5gaYSiTcJL2zUX/TB2NFpq9wkENbsa4WHcEZuiiubuTxVf18L+qim1FUxRhXa0EjGItOm3BiamSii7j6GaUZLxRo5JJZ2wqDHNslMyi4hKEfFRZyxnusCy1nNVNg2+X49CHddUlKO5lxTyMdpz83SqasHajETSqGd/ZvNwr/61oFdo7apdB5gaD590edQlLM6IgDTYUBjnLgDONGuFspv2OGcXS0fD/ScM8zpZhOy6jfBz4so0KnYEagh76DFP5FMm2a+43jRnh5UDs9mdBaJNtkh9RJSA7JKTknF6RJOLknj+SJPHsP3ov36r19j1a8yc4W+SXv/Qs9eaCs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lYLglWEURd78QQ2psjdyQ0RU+gk=">AAACGXicbZDNSgMxFIUz9X/8q7p0EyxC3ZQZEVRwIbhxqWBV6JQhk7mtoUlmSO5UytA30a2+hytx68rX8AlMaxdqPRA4nHMvuXxJLoXFIPjwKjOzc/MLi0v+8srq2np1Y/PaZoXh0OSZzMxtwixIoaGJAiXc5gaYSiTcJL2zUX/TB2NFpq9wkENbsa4WHcEZuiiubuTxVf18L+qim1FUxRhXa0EjGItOm3BiamSii7j6GaUZLxRo5JJZ2wqDHNslMyi4hKEfFRZyxnusCy1nNVNg2+X49CHddUlKO5lxTyMdpz83SqasHajETSqGd/ZvNwr/61oFdo7apdB5gaD590edQlLM6IgDTYUBjnLgDONGuFspv2OGcXS0fD/ScM8zpZhOy6jfBz4so0KnYEagh76DFP5FMm2a+43jRnh5UDs9mdBaJNtkh9RJSA7JKTknF6RJOLknj+SJPHsP3ov36r19j1a8yc4W+SXv/Qs9eaCs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AN4ZsCOb3BkEC4bwyZbdoZU1wHg=">AAAB+HicbZBPS8MwGMbT+W/WqfPsJTgET6P1ot4ELx4nWDdYy0jTt1tYkpYknYzSu3j1e3gSv4tfw09guu2gmw8EHp4n4X3zi3POtPG8L6extb2zu9fcdw9a7uHRcbv1pLNCUQhoxjM1iIkGziQEhhkOg1wBETGHfjy9q/v+DJRmmXw08xwiQcaSpYwSY6PeqN3xut5CeNP4K9NBK43a32GS0UKANJQTrYe+l5uoJMowyqFyw0JDTuiUjGForSQCdFQu1qzwuU0SnGbKHmnwIv39oiRC67mI7U1BzESvd3X4XzcsTHodlUzmhQFJl4PSgmOT4frPOGEKqOFzawhVzO6K6YQoQo0l47qhhGeaCUFkUoazGdCqDAuZgKqhVq5l5K8T2TTBZfem6z94qIlO0Rm6QD66QrfoHvVQgChK0Ct6c16cd+djibLhrJieoD9yPn8AraSXaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+tgarhjYGt3uP0w6K38XNSdEjFM=">AAACDnicbZDNSsNAFIVv/Df+VbduBkXQTUncqDvBjUsFq0JTwmRyWwdnJmHmpqWEvolu9T1ciW/ga/gETmsX/h0YOJxzh3v5slJJR1H0HszMzs0vLC4thyura+sbjc3Va1dUVmBLFKqwtxl3qKTBFklSeFta5DpTeJPdn437mz5aJwtzRcMSO5r3jOxKwclHaWOzTK/2zw+SHvkZzXRKaWM3akYTsb8mnppdmOoibXwkeSEqjYaE4s6146ikTs0tSaFwFCaVw5KLe97DtreGa3SdenL6iO35JGfdwvpniE3S7z9qrp0b6sxPak537nc3Dv/r2hV1jzu1NGVFaMTXom6lGBVszIHl0qIgNfSGCyv9rUzcccsFeVphmBgciEJrbvI66fdRjOqkMjnaMehR6CHFv5H8Na3D5kkzvoxgCbZhB/YhhiM4hXO4gBYIGMAjPMFz8BC8BK9fNGeCKdYt+KHg7RNWRJ8u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+tgarhjYGt3uP0w6K38XNSdEjFM=">AAACDnicbZDNSsNAFIVv/Df+VbduBkXQTUncqDvBjUsFq0JTwmRyWwdnJmHmpqWEvolu9T1ciW/ga/gETmsX/h0YOJxzh3v5slJJR1H0HszMzs0vLC4thyura+sbjc3Va1dUVmBLFKqwtxl3qKTBFklSeFta5DpTeJPdn437mz5aJwtzRcMSO5r3jOxKwclHaWOzTK/2zw+SHvkZzXRKaWM3akYTsb8mnppdmOoibXwkeSEqjYaE4s6146ikTs0tSaFwFCaVw5KLe97DtreGa3SdenL6iO35JGfdwvpniE3S7z9qrp0b6sxPak537nc3Dv/r2hV1jzu1NGVFaMTXom6lGBVszIHl0qIgNfSGCyv9rUzcccsFeVphmBgciEJrbvI66fdRjOqkMjnaMehR6CHFv5H8Na3D5kkzvoxgCbZhB/YhhiM4hXO4gBYIGMAjPMFz8BC8BK9fNGeCKdYt+KHg7RNWRJ8u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nB6mA2JzSalmxkXjOEdY70Glewg=">AAACGXicbZDNSgMxFIUz/jv+tbp0EyxC3ZQZNyq4KLhxqWC10ClDJnNbg0lmSO60lKFvolt9D1fi1pWv4ROY1i78OxA4nHMvuXxJLoXFIHj35uYXFpeWV1b9tfWNza1KdfvaZoXh0OKZzEw7YRak0NBCgRLauQGmEgk3yd3ZpL8ZgLEi01c4yqGrWF+LnuAMXRRXqnl8VT8/iProZhRVMcaVWtAIpqJ/TTgzNTLTRVz5iNKMFwo0csms7YRBjt2SGRRcwtiPCgs543esDx1nNVNgu+X09DHdd0lKe5lxTyOdpt83SqasHanETSqGt/Z3Nwn/6zoF9o67pdB5gaD510e9QlLM6IQDTYUBjnLkDONGuFspv2WGcXS0fD/SMOSZUkynZTQYAB+XUaFTMBPQY99BCn8j+Wtah42TRngZ1JqnM1orZJfskToJyRFpknNyQVqEkyF5II/kybv3nr0X7/VrdM6b7eyQH/LePgE8OaCo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lYLglWEURd78QQ2psjdyQ0RU+gk=">AAACGXicbZDNSgMxFIUz9X/8q7p0EyxC3ZQZEVRwIbhxqWBV6JQhk7mtoUlmSO5UytA30a2+hytx68rX8AlMaxdqPRA4nHMvuXxJLoXFIPjwKjOzc/MLi0v+8srq2np1Y/PaZoXh0OSZzMxtwixIoaGJAiXc5gaYSiTcJL2zUX/TB2NFpq9wkENbsa4WHcEZuiiubuTxVf18L+qim1FUxRhXa0EjGItOm3BiamSii7j6GaUZLxRo5JJZ2wqDHNslMyi4hKEfFRZyxnusCy1nNVNg2+X49CHddUlKO5lxTyMdpz83SqasHajETSqGd/ZvNwr/61oFdo7apdB5gaD590edQlLM6IgDTYUBjnLgDONGuFspv2OGcXS0fD/ScM8zpZhOy6jfBz4so0KnYEagh76DFP5FMm2a+43jRnh5UDs9mdBaJNtkh9RJSA7JKTknF6RJOLknj+SJPHsP3ov36r19j1a8yc4W+SXv/Qs9eaCs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lYLglWEURd78QQ2psjdyQ0RU+gk=">AAACGXicbZDNSgMxFIUz9X/8q7p0EyxC3ZQZEVRwIbhxqWBV6JQhk7mtoUlmSO5UytA30a2+hytx68rX8AlMaxdqPRA4nHMvuXxJLoXFIPjwKjOzc/MLi0v+8srq2np1Y/PaZoXh0OSZzMxtwixIoaGJAiXc5gaYSiTcJL2zUX/TB2NFpq9wkENbsa4WHcEZuiiubuTxVf18L+qim1FUxRhXa0EjGItOm3BiamSii7j6GaUZLxRo5JJZ2wqDHNslMyi4hKEfFRZyxnusCy1nNVNg2+X49CHddUlKO5lxTyMdpz83SqasHajETSqGd/ZvNwr/61oFdo7apdB5gaD590edQlLM6IgDTYUBjnLgDONGuFspv2OGcXS0fD/ScM8zpZhOy6jfBz4so0KnYEagh76DFP5FMm2a+43jRnh5UDs9mdBaJNtkh9RJSA7JKTknF6RJOLknj+SJPHsP3ov36r19j1a8yc4W+SXv/Qs9eaCs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lYLglWEURd78QQ2psjdyQ0RU+gk=">AAACGXicbZDNSgMxFIUz9X/8q7p0EyxC3ZQZEVRwIbhxqWBV6JQhk7mtoUlmSO5UytA30a2+hytx68rX8AlMaxdqPRA4nHMvuXxJLoXFIPjwKjOzc/MLi0v+8srq2np1Y/PaZoXh0OSZzMxtwixIoaGJAiXc5gaYSiTcJL2zUX/TB2NFpq9wkENbsa4WHcEZuiiubuTxVf18L+qim1FUxRhXa0EjGItOm3BiamSii7j6GaUZLxRo5JJZ2wqDHNslMyi4hKEfFRZyxnusCy1nNVNg2+X49CHddUlKO5lxTyMdpz83SqasHajETSqGd/ZvNwr/61oFdo7apdB5gaD590edQlLM6IgDTYUBjnLgDONGuFspv2OGcXS0fD/ScM8zpZhOy6jfBz4so0KnYEagh76DFP5FMm2a+43jRnh5UDs9mdBaJNtkh9RJSA7JKTknF6RJOLknj+SJPHsP3ov36r19j1a8yc4W+SXv/Qs9eaCs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lYLglWEURd78QQ2psjdyQ0RU+gk=">AAACGXicbZDNSgMxFIUz9X/8q7p0EyxC3ZQZEVRwIbhxqWBV6JQhk7mtoUlmSO5UytA30a2+hytx68rX8AlMaxdqPRA4nHMvuXxJLoXFIPjwKjOzc/MLi0v+8srq2np1Y/PaZoXh0OSZzMxtwixIoaGJAiXc5gaYSiTcJL2zUX/TB2NFpq9wkENbsa4WHcEZuiiubuTxVf18L+qim1FUxRhXa0EjGItOm3BiamSii7j6GaUZLxRo5JJZ2wqDHNslMyi4hKEfFRZyxnusCy1nNVNg2+X49CHddUlKO5lxTyMdpz83SqasHajETSqGd/ZvNwr/61oFdo7apdB5gaD590edQlLM6IgDTYUBjnLgDONGuFspv2OGcXS0fD/ScM8zpZhOy6jfBz4so0KnYEagh76DFP5FMm2a+43jRnh5UDs9mdBaJNtkh9RJSA7JKTknF6RJOLknj+SJPHsP3ov36r19j1a8yc4W+SXv/Qs9eaCs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lYLglWEURd78QQ2psjdyQ0RU+gk=">AAACGXicbZDNSgMxFIUz9X/8q7p0EyxC3ZQZEVRwIbhxqWBV6JQhk7mtoUlmSO5UytA30a2+hytx68rX8AlMaxdqPRA4nHMvuXxJLoXFIPjwKjOzc/MLi0v+8srq2np1Y/PaZoXh0OSZzMxtwixIoaGJAiXc5gaYSiTcJL2zUX/TB2NFpq9wkENbsa4WHcEZuiiubuTxVf18L+qim1FUxRhXa0EjGItOm3BiamSii7j6GaUZLxRo5JJZ2wqDHNslMyi4hKEfFRZyxnusCy1nNVNg2+X49CHddUlKO5lxTyMdpz83SqasHajETSqGd/ZvNwr/61oFdo7apdB5gaD590edQlLM6IgDTYUBjnLgDONGuFspv2OGcXS0fD/ScM8zpZhOy6jfBz4so0KnYEagh76DFP5FMm2a+43jRnh5UDs9mdBaJNtkh9RJSA7JKTknF6RJOLknj+SJPHsP3ov36r19j1a8yc4W+SXv/Qs9eaCs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lYLglWEURd78QQ2psjdyQ0RU+gk=">AAACGXicbZDNSgMxFIUz9X/8q7p0EyxC3ZQZEVRwIbhxqWBV6JQhk7mtoUlmSO5UytA30a2+hytx68rX8AlMaxdqPRA4nHMvuXxJLoXFIPjwKjOzc/MLi0v+8srq2np1Y/PaZoXh0OSZzMxtwixIoaGJAiXc5gaYSiTcJL2zUX/TB2NFpq9wkENbsa4WHcEZuiiubuTxVf18L+qim1FUxRhXa0EjGItOm3BiamSii7j6GaUZLxRo5JJZ2wqDHNslMyi4hKEfFRZyxnusCy1nNVNg2+X49CHddUlKO5lxTyMdpz83SqasHajETSqGd/ZvNwr/61oFdo7apdB5gaD590edQlLM6IgDTYUBjnLgDONGuFspv2OGcXS0fD/ScM8zpZhOy6jfBz4so0KnYEagh76DFP5FMm2a+43jRnh5UDs9mdBaJNtkh9RJSA7JKTknF6RJOLknj+SJPHsP3ov36r19j1a8yc4W+SXv/Qs9eaCs</latexit>

→ J. Lindert’s talk

[Banfi, Martin, Sanz `13] [Grojean, Salvioni, Schlaffer, Weiler `13] 
[Schlaffer et al`14] [Buschmann et al. `14] [Buschmann et al. `14]…

SM couplings
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neural net learns regions that are sensitive to uncertainty….

uncertainty affects BSM constraint

pp � Hjj
<latexit sha1_base64="1QlU6aSBIajwBinLL9ufwHzzU20=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1QlU6aSBIajwBinLL9ufwHzzU20=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1QlU6aSBIajwBinLL9ufwHzzU20=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1QlU6aSBIajwBinLL9ufwHzzU20=">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</latexit>

‣ more kinematic information for H+2j, which is particularly promising, 
unfortunately mt=∞ SM limit accidentally good

[CE, Galler, Harris, Spannowsky `18]

[Del Duca et al. `01]…

→ S. Forte’s talk

SM couplings
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… and can learn to avoid them → robustness at highest sensitivity

pp � Hjj
<latexit sha1_base64="1QlU6aSBIajwBinLL9ufwHzzU20=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1QlU6aSBIajwBinLL9ufwHzzU20=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1QlU6aSBIajwBinLL9ufwHzzU20=">AAACqXicdVFNTxsxEHW2paVbKFCOvViNKlUqQrsIqT2i5sKBA0QNRGQj5PXOJgZ/rOzZoMjaH9B7r+3/4t/UG3IIpB3J0vN7bzRjv7ySwmGSPHSiFy83Xr3efBO/3dp+t7O79/7SmdpyGHAjjR3mzIEUGgYoUMKwssBULuEqv+u1+tUMrBNG/8B5BWPFJlqUgjMM1HVV0QwNPb29vdntJofJoug6SJegS5Z1frPX+ZkVhtcKNHLJnBulSYVjzywKLqGJs9pBxfgdm8AoQM0UuLFfrNzQT4EpaGlsOBrpgl3t8Ew5N1f5AegwwTKE0KMYTt1zV0v+SxvVWH4be6GrGkHzx5FlLWl4b/sTtBAWOMp5AIxbEbamfMos4xj+K8403HOjFNOFz3qN91k7Ic99r2map2p/Re2vqWd9Kyat48zoiYQSw3WKzFpzv2Zdcf7fNZsBb3xW6wJsG3sTxyG89HlU6+Dy6DAN+OK4e/J9GeMm+UA+ks8kJV/JCTkl52RAONHkF/lN/kRfootoGF0/WqPOsmefPKmI/wV02NjZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1QlU6aSBIajwBinLL9ufwHzzU20=">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</latexit>

‣ more kinematic information for H+2j, which is particularly promising, 
unfortunately mt=∞ SM limit accidentally good

[CE, Galler, Harris, Spannowsky `18]

[CE, Galler, Harris, Spannowsky `18]

see also [Goodfellow et al. `14] [Louppe, Kagan, Cranmer `16] …

[Del Duca et al. `01]…

SM couplings



Higgs physics as a probe of (B)SM physics

‣ Can Higgs phenomenology pinpoint BSM solutions?
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LHC can investigate this in three directions

1. precision of Higgs coupling extraction  
2. sensitivity of rare final (e.g. di-Higgs) states 

and exotics 
3. sensitivity to weakly-coupled BSM 

Why have we not 
seen them yet?

What can be 
learned at 3/ab?

What about 
beyond the LHC?
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Figure 9: Upper limit at the 95% CL on the HH production cross section as a function of kl =
lHHH/lSM

HHH for the five decays channels investigated and their combination. The red band
indicated the theoretical production cross section.

in the results of Fig 10, and a second kl value. The exact position of this second minimum
depends on the interplay between the changes in the cross section and in the acceptance as
a function of kl. In analyses that retain sensitivity on the differential mHH distribution, such
as bbbb and bbtt where this information is used as input to the multivariate methods, this
degeneracy is partly removed. In the case of the bbgg analysis, with a good acceptance and
purity in the low mHH region and a dedicated mHH categorisation, a better discrimination of the
second minimum is achieved. Further improvements can be envisaged in HL-LHC analyses
by extending the mHH categorisation to other channels beyond bbgg.

The combination of the five channels largely removes the degeneracy, and results in a plateau in
the likelihood function for kl values between 4 and 6. Improvements in the combined sensitiv-
ity in this region have a large effect on the size of the 95% CL interval for the kl measurement.

10 Summary

Prospects for the search of Higgs boson pair (HH) production and for the measurement of the
Higgs boson self-coupling (lHHH) at the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) are presented. The
study is performed using the five decay channels of the HH system to bbbb, bbtt, bbWW (with
both W decaying leptonically), bbgg, and bbZZ (with both Z decaying to a pair of electrons or
muons). The response of the upgraded CMS detector is studied with a parametric simulation
that accounts for an average of 200 pp interactions per bunch crossing, and simulates the per-
formance in the reconstruction and identification of physics objects. Assuming that no HH
signal exists, a 95% confidence level (CL) upper limit on its cross section can be set to 0.77
times the SM prediction. Assuming that a HH signal exists with the properties predicted by
the SM, we expect a combined significance of 2.6s and a determination of the lHHH coupling
corresponding to the interval [0.35, 1.9] at the 68% CL and to [�0.18, 3.6] at the 95% CL.

Higgs self-coupling/SM expectation
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FIG. 1: Sample Feynman graphs contributing to pp → hh+X. Graphs of type (a) yield vanishing contributions due to color
conservation.

cal configuration†, which is characterized by a large di-
higgs invariant mass, but with a potentially smaller Higgs
s-channel suppression than encountered in the back-to-
back configuration of gg → hh.
The goal of this paper is to provide a comparative

study of the prospects of the measurement of the trilinear
Higgs coupling applying contemporary simulation and
analysis techniques. In the light of recent LHC measure-
ments, we focus our eventual analyses on mh = 125 GeV.
However, we also put this particular mass into the con-
text of a complete discussion of the sensitivity towards
the trilinear Higgs coupling over the entire Higgs mass
range mh

<∼ 1 TeV. As we will see, mh ≃ 125 GeV is a
rather special case. Since Higgs self-coupling measure-
ments involve end-of-lifetime luminosities we base our
analyses on a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV.
We begin with a discussion of some general aspects

of double Higgs production, before we review inclusive
searches for mh = 125 GeV in the pp → hh+X channel
in Sec. II C. We discuss boosted Higgs final states in pp →
hh+X in Sec. II D before we discuss pp → hh+j+X with
the Higgses recoiling against a hard jet in Sec. III. Doing
so we investigate the potential sensitivity at the parton-
and signal-level to define an analysis strategy before we
apply it to the fully showered and hadronized final state.
We give our conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. HIGGS PAIR PRODUCTION AT THE LHC

A. General Remarks

Inclusive Higgs pair production has already been stud-
ied in Refs. [14–17] so we limit ourselves to the details
that are relevant for our analysis.
Higgs pairs are produced at hadron colliders such as

the LHC via a range of partonic subprocesses, the most
dominant of which are depicted in Fig. 1. An approxima-
tion which is often employed in phenomenological studies
is the heavy top quark limit, which gives rise to effective

†The phenomenology of such configurations can also be treated sep-
arately from radiative correction contributions to pp → hh+X.

ggh and gghh interactions [20]

Leff =
1

4

αs

3π
Ga

µνG
aµν log(1 + h/v) , (2)

which upon expansion leads to

L ⊃ +
1

4

αs

3πv
Ga

µνG
aµνh−

1

4

αs

6πv2
Ga

µνG
aµνh2 . (3)

Studying these operators in the hh+X final state should
in principle allow the Higgs self-coupling to be con-
strained via the relative contribution of trilinear and
quartic interactions to the integrated cross section. Note
that the operators in Eq. (3) have different signs which
indicates important interference between the (nested)
three- and four point contributions to pp → hh + X al-
ready at the effective theory level.
On the other hand, it is known that the effective theory

of Eq. (3) insufficiently reproduces all kinematical prop-
erties of the full theory if the interactions are probed
at momentum transfers Q2 >∼ m2

t [11] and the massive
quark loops are resolved. Since our analysis partly re-
lies on boosted final states, we need to take into account
the full one-loop contribution to dihiggs production to
realistically model the phenomenology.

B. Parton-level considerations

In order to properly take into account the full dynam-
ics of Higgs pair production in the SM we have imple-
mented the matrix element that follows from Fig. 1 in
the Vbfnlo framework [21] with the help of the Fey-

nArts/FormCalc/LoopTools packages [22], with
modifications such to include a non-SM trilinear Higgs
coupling‡. Our setup allows us to obtain event files ac-
cording to the Les Houches standard [23], which can be
straightforwardly interfaced to parton showers. Decay
correlations are trivially incorporated due to the spin-0
nature of the SM Higgs boson.

‡The signal Monte Carlo code underlying this study is planned to
become part of the next update of Vbfnlo and is available upon
request until then.
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FIG. 1: Sample Feynman graphs contributing to pp → hh+X. Graphs of type (a) yield vanishing contributions due to color
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cal configuration†, which is characterized by a large di-
higgs invariant mass, but with a potentially smaller Higgs
s-channel suppression than encountered in the back-to-
back configuration of gg → hh.
The goal of this paper is to provide a comparative

study of the prospects of the measurement of the trilinear
Higgs coupling applying contemporary simulation and
analysis techniques. In the light of recent LHC measure-
ments, we focus our eventual analyses on mh = 125 GeV.
However, we also put this particular mass into the con-
text of a complete discussion of the sensitivity towards
the trilinear Higgs coupling over the entire Higgs mass
range mh

<∼ 1 TeV. As we will see, mh ≃ 125 GeV is a
rather special case. Since Higgs self-coupling measure-
ments involve end-of-lifetime luminosities we base our
analyses on a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV.
We begin with a discussion of some general aspects

of double Higgs production, before we review inclusive
searches for mh = 125 GeV in the pp → hh+X channel
in Sec. II C. We discuss boosted Higgs final states in pp →
hh+X in Sec. II D before we discuss pp → hh+j+X with
the Higgses recoiling against a hard jet in Sec. III. Doing
so we investigate the potential sensitivity at the parton-
and signal-level to define an analysis strategy before we
apply it to the fully showered and hadronized final state.
We give our conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. HIGGS PAIR PRODUCTION AT THE LHC

A. General Remarks

Inclusive Higgs pair production has already been stud-
ied in Refs. [14–17] so we limit ourselves to the details
that are relevant for our analysis.
Higgs pairs are produced at hadron colliders such as

the LHC via a range of partonic subprocesses, the most
dominant of which are depicted in Fig. 1. An approxima-
tion which is often employed in phenomenological studies
is the heavy top quark limit, which gives rise to effective

†The phenomenology of such configurations can also be treated sep-
arately from radiative correction contributions to pp → hh+X.
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Studying these operators in the hh+X final state should
in principle allow the Higgs self-coupling to be con-
strained via the relative contribution of trilinear and
quartic interactions to the integrated cross section. Note
that the operators in Eq. (3) have different signs which
indicates important interference between the (nested)
three- and four point contributions to pp → hh + X al-
ready at the effective theory level.
On the other hand, it is known that the effective theory

of Eq. (3) insufficiently reproduces all kinematical prop-
erties of the full theory if the interactions are probed
at momentum transfers Q2 >∼ m2

t [11] and the massive
quark loops are resolved. Since our analysis partly re-
lies on boosted final states, we need to take into account
the full one-loop contribution to dihiggs production to
realistically model the phenomenology.

B. Parton-level considerations

In order to properly take into account the full dynam-
ics of Higgs pair production in the SM we have imple-
mented the matrix element that follows from Fig. 1 in
the Vbfnlo framework [21] with the help of the Fey-

nArts/FormCalc/LoopTools packages [22], with
modifications such to include a non-SM trilinear Higgs
coupling‡. Our setup allows us to obtain event files ac-
cording to the Les Houches standard [23], which can be
straightforwardly interfaced to parton showers. Decay
correlations are trivially incorporated due to the spin-0
nature of the SM Higgs boson.

‡The signal Monte Carlo code underlying this study is planned to
become part of the next update of Vbfnlo and is available upon
request until then.
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Figure 9: Upper limit at the 95% CL on the HH production cross section as a function of kl =
lHHH/lSM

HHH for the five decays channels investigated and their combination. The red band
indicated the theoretical production cross section.

in the results of Fig 10, and a second kl value. The exact position of this second minimum
depends on the interplay between the changes in the cross section and in the acceptance as
a function of kl. In analyses that retain sensitivity on the differential mHH distribution, such
as bbbb and bbtt where this information is used as input to the multivariate methods, this
degeneracy is partly removed. In the case of the bbgg analysis, with a good acceptance and
purity in the low mHH region and a dedicated mHH categorisation, a better discrimination of the
second minimum is achieved. Further improvements can be envisaged in HL-LHC analyses
by extending the mHH categorisation to other channels beyond bbgg.

The combination of the five channels largely removes the degeneracy, and results in a plateau in
the likelihood function for kl values between 4 and 6. Improvements in the combined sensitiv-
ity in this region have a large effect on the size of the 95% CL interval for the kl measurement.

10 Summary

Prospects for the search of Higgs boson pair (HH) production and for the measurement of the
Higgs boson self-coupling (lHHH) at the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) are presented. The
study is performed using the five decay channels of the HH system to bbbb, bbtt, bbWW (with
both W decaying leptonically), bbgg, and bbZZ (with both Z decaying to a pair of electrons or
muons). The response of the upgraded CMS detector is studied with a parametric simulation
that accounts for an average of 200 pp interactions per bunch crossing, and simulates the per-
formance in the reconstruction and identification of physics objects. Assuming that no HH
signal exists, a 95% confidence level (CL) upper limit on its cross section can be set to 0.77
times the SM prediction. Assuming that a HH signal exists with the properties predicted by
the SM, we expect a combined significance of 2.6s and a determination of the lHHH coupling
corresponding to the interval [0.35, 1.9] at the 68% CL and to [�0.18, 3.6] at the 95% CL.

Higgs self-coupling/SM expectation
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FIG. 1: Sample Feynman graphs contributing to pp → hh+X. Graphs of type (a) yield vanishing contributions due to color
conservation.
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lies on boosted final states, we need to take into account
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mented the matrix element that follows from Fig. 1 in
the Vbfnlo framework [21] with the help of the Fey-
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modifications such to include a non-SM trilinear Higgs
coupling‡. Our setup allows us to obtain event files ac-
cording to the Les Houches standard [23], which can be
straightforwardly interfaced to parton showers. Decay
correlations are trivially incorporated due to the spin-0
nature of the SM Higgs boson.

‡The signal Monte Carlo code underlying this study is planned to
become part of the next update of Vbfnlo and is available upon
request until then.
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FIG. 1: Sample Feynman graphs contributing to pp → hh+X. Graphs of type (a) yield vanishing contributions due to color
conservation.

cal configuration†, which is characterized by a large di-
higgs invariant mass, but with a potentially smaller Higgs
s-channel suppression than encountered in the back-to-
back configuration of gg → hh.
The goal of this paper is to provide a comparative

study of the prospects of the measurement of the trilinear
Higgs coupling applying contemporary simulation and
analysis techniques. In the light of recent LHC measure-
ments, we focus our eventual analyses on mh = 125 GeV.
However, we also put this particular mass into the con-
text of a complete discussion of the sensitivity towards
the trilinear Higgs coupling over the entire Higgs mass
range mh

<∼ 1 TeV. As we will see, mh ≃ 125 GeV is a
rather special case. Since Higgs self-coupling measure-
ments involve end-of-lifetime luminosities we base our
analyses on a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV.
We begin with a discussion of some general aspects

of double Higgs production, before we review inclusive
searches for mh = 125 GeV in the pp → hh+X channel
in Sec. II C. We discuss boosted Higgs final states in pp →
hh+X in Sec. II D before we discuss pp → hh+j+X with
the Higgses recoiling against a hard jet in Sec. III. Doing
so we investigate the potential sensitivity at the parton-
and signal-level to define an analysis strategy before we
apply it to the fully showered and hadronized final state.
We give our conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. HIGGS PAIR PRODUCTION AT THE LHC

A. General Remarks

Inclusive Higgs pair production has already been stud-
ied in Refs. [14–17] so we limit ourselves to the details
that are relevant for our analysis.
Higgs pairs are produced at hadron colliders such as

the LHC via a range of partonic subprocesses, the most
dominant of which are depicted in Fig. 1. An approxima-
tion which is often employed in phenomenological studies
is the heavy top quark limit, which gives rise to effective

†The phenomenology of such configurations can also be treated sep-
arately from radiative correction contributions to pp → hh+X.

ggh and gghh interactions [20]

Leff =
1

4

αs

3π
Ga

µνG
aµν log(1 + h/v) , (2)

which upon expansion leads to

L ⊃ +
1

4
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3πv
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µνG
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4

αs

6πv2
Ga

µνG
aµνh2 . (3)

Studying these operators in the hh+X final state should
in principle allow the Higgs self-coupling to be con-
strained via the relative contribution of trilinear and
quartic interactions to the integrated cross section. Note
that the operators in Eq. (3) have different signs which
indicates important interference between the (nested)
three- and four point contributions to pp → hh + X al-
ready at the effective theory level.
On the other hand, it is known that the effective theory

of Eq. (3) insufficiently reproduces all kinematical prop-
erties of the full theory if the interactions are probed
at momentum transfers Q2 >∼ m2

t [11] and the massive
quark loops are resolved. Since our analysis partly re-
lies on boosted final states, we need to take into account
the full one-loop contribution to dihiggs production to
realistically model the phenomenology.

B. Parton-level considerations

In order to properly take into account the full dynam-
ics of Higgs pair production in the SM we have imple-
mented the matrix element that follows from Fig. 1 in
the Vbfnlo framework [21] with the help of the Fey-

nArts/FormCalc/LoopTools packages [22], with
modifications such to include a non-SM trilinear Higgs
coupling‡. Our setup allows us to obtain event files ac-
cording to the Les Houches standard [23], which can be
straightforwardly interfaced to parton showers. Decay
correlations are trivially incorporated due to the spin-0
nature of the SM Higgs boson.

‡The signal Monte Carlo code underlying this study is planned to
become part of the next update of Vbfnlo and is available upon
request until then.
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Figure 9: Upper limit at the 95% CL on the HH production cross section as a function of kl =
lHHH/lSM

HHH for the five decays channels investigated and their combination. The red band
indicated the theoretical production cross section.

in the results of Fig 10, and a second kl value. The exact position of this second minimum
depends on the interplay between the changes in the cross section and in the acceptance as
a function of kl. In analyses that retain sensitivity on the differential mHH distribution, such
as bbbb and bbtt where this information is used as input to the multivariate methods, this
degeneracy is partly removed. In the case of the bbgg analysis, with a good acceptance and
purity in the low mHH region and a dedicated mHH categorisation, a better discrimination of the
second minimum is achieved. Further improvements can be envisaged in HL-LHC analyses
by extending the mHH categorisation to other channels beyond bbgg.

The combination of the five channels largely removes the degeneracy, and results in a plateau in
the likelihood function for kl values between 4 and 6. Improvements in the combined sensitiv-
ity in this region have a large effect on the size of the 95% CL interval for the kl measurement.

10 Summary

Prospects for the search of Higgs boson pair (HH) production and for the measurement of the
Higgs boson self-coupling (lHHH) at the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) are presented. The
study is performed using the five decay channels of the HH system to bbbb, bbtt, bbWW (with
both W decaying leptonically), bbgg, and bbZZ (with both Z decaying to a pair of electrons or
muons). The response of the upgraded CMS detector is studied with a parametric simulation
that accounts for an average of 200 pp interactions per bunch crossing, and simulates the per-
formance in the reconstruction and identification of physics objects. Assuming that no HH
signal exists, a 95% confidence level (CL) upper limit on its cross section can be set to 0.77
times the SM prediction. Assuming that a HH signal exists with the properties predicted by
the SM, we expect a combined significance of 2.6s and a determination of the lHHH coupling
corresponding to the interval [0.35, 1.9] at the 68% CL and to [�0.18, 3.6] at the 95% CL.

Higgs self-coupling/SM expectation
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FIG. 1: Sample Feynman graphs contributing to pp → hh+X. Graphs of type (a) yield vanishing contributions due to color
conservation.

cal configuration†, which is characterized by a large di-
higgs invariant mass, but with a potentially smaller Higgs
s-channel suppression than encountered in the back-to-
back configuration of gg → hh.
The goal of this paper is to provide a comparative

study of the prospects of the measurement of the trilinear
Higgs coupling applying contemporary simulation and
analysis techniques. In the light of recent LHC measure-
ments, we focus our eventual analyses on mh = 125 GeV.
However, we also put this particular mass into the con-
text of a complete discussion of the sensitivity towards
the trilinear Higgs coupling over the entire Higgs mass
range mh

<∼ 1 TeV. As we will see, mh ≃ 125 GeV is a
rather special case. Since Higgs self-coupling measure-
ments involve end-of-lifetime luminosities we base our
analyses on a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV.
We begin with a discussion of some general aspects

of double Higgs production, before we review inclusive
searches for mh = 125 GeV in the pp → hh+X channel
in Sec. II C. We discuss boosted Higgs final states in pp →
hh+X in Sec. II D before we discuss pp → hh+j+X with
the Higgses recoiling against a hard jet in Sec. III. Doing
so we investigate the potential sensitivity at the parton-
and signal-level to define an analysis strategy before we
apply it to the fully showered and hadronized final state.
We give our conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. HIGGS PAIR PRODUCTION AT THE LHC

A. General Remarks

Inclusive Higgs pair production has already been stud-
ied in Refs. [14–17] so we limit ourselves to the details
that are relevant for our analysis.
Higgs pairs are produced at hadron colliders such as

the LHC via a range of partonic subprocesses, the most
dominant of which are depicted in Fig. 1. An approxima-
tion which is often employed in phenomenological studies
is the heavy top quark limit, which gives rise to effective

†The phenomenology of such configurations can also be treated sep-
arately from radiative correction contributions to pp → hh+X.

ggh and gghh interactions [20]
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which upon expansion leads to
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Studying these operators in the hh+X final state should
in principle allow the Higgs self-coupling to be con-
strained via the relative contribution of trilinear and
quartic interactions to the integrated cross section. Note
that the operators in Eq. (3) have different signs which
indicates important interference between the (nested)
three- and four point contributions to pp → hh + X al-
ready at the effective theory level.
On the other hand, it is known that the effective theory

of Eq. (3) insufficiently reproduces all kinematical prop-
erties of the full theory if the interactions are probed
at momentum transfers Q2 >∼ m2

t [11] and the massive
quark loops are resolved. Since our analysis partly re-
lies on boosted final states, we need to take into account
the full one-loop contribution to dihiggs production to
realistically model the phenomenology.

B. Parton-level considerations

In order to properly take into account the full dynam-
ics of Higgs pair production in the SM we have imple-
mented the matrix element that follows from Fig. 1 in
the Vbfnlo framework [21] with the help of the Fey-

nArts/FormCalc/LoopTools packages [22], with
modifications such to include a non-SM trilinear Higgs
coupling‡. Our setup allows us to obtain event files ac-
cording to the Les Houches standard [23], which can be
straightforwardly interfaced to parton showers. Decay
correlations are trivially incorporated due to the spin-0
nature of the SM Higgs boson.

‡The signal Monte Carlo code underlying this study is planned to
become part of the next update of Vbfnlo and is available upon
request until then.
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cal configuration†, which is characterized by a large di-
higgs invariant mass, but with a potentially smaller Higgs
s-channel suppression than encountered in the back-to-
back configuration of gg → hh.
The goal of this paper is to provide a comparative

study of the prospects of the measurement of the trilinear
Higgs coupling applying contemporary simulation and
analysis techniques. In the light of recent LHC measure-
ments, we focus our eventual analyses on mh = 125 GeV.
However, we also put this particular mass into the con-
text of a complete discussion of the sensitivity towards
the trilinear Higgs coupling over the entire Higgs mass
range mh

<∼ 1 TeV. As we will see, mh ≃ 125 GeV is a
rather special case. Since Higgs self-coupling measure-
ments involve end-of-lifetime luminosities we base our
analyses on a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV.
We begin with a discussion of some general aspects

of double Higgs production, before we review inclusive
searches for mh = 125 GeV in the pp → hh+X channel
in Sec. II C. We discuss boosted Higgs final states in pp →
hh+X in Sec. II D before we discuss pp → hh+j+X with
the Higgses recoiling against a hard jet in Sec. III. Doing
so we investigate the potential sensitivity at the parton-
and signal-level to define an analysis strategy before we
apply it to the fully showered and hadronized final state.
We give our conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. HIGGS PAIR PRODUCTION AT THE LHC

A. General Remarks

Inclusive Higgs pair production has already been stud-
ied in Refs. [14–17] so we limit ourselves to the details
that are relevant for our analysis.
Higgs pairs are produced at hadron colliders such as

the LHC via a range of partonic subprocesses, the most
dominant of which are depicted in Fig. 1. An approxima-
tion which is often employed in phenomenological studies
is the heavy top quark limit, which gives rise to effective

†The phenomenology of such configurations can also be treated sep-
arately from radiative correction contributions to pp → hh+X.
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Studying these operators in the hh+X final state should
in principle allow the Higgs self-coupling to be con-
strained via the relative contribution of trilinear and
quartic interactions to the integrated cross section. Note
that the operators in Eq. (3) have different signs which
indicates important interference between the (nested)
three- and four point contributions to pp → hh + X al-
ready at the effective theory level.
On the other hand, it is known that the effective theory

of Eq. (3) insufficiently reproduces all kinematical prop-
erties of the full theory if the interactions are probed
at momentum transfers Q2 >∼ m2

t [11] and the massive
quark loops are resolved. Since our analysis partly re-
lies on boosted final states, we need to take into account
the full one-loop contribution to dihiggs production to
realistically model the phenomenology.

B. Parton-level considerations

In order to properly take into account the full dynam-
ics of Higgs pair production in the SM we have imple-
mented the matrix element that follows from Fig. 1 in
the Vbfnlo framework [21] with the help of the Fey-

nArts/FormCalc/LoopTools packages [22], with
modifications such to include a non-SM trilinear Higgs
coupling‡. Our setup allows us to obtain event files ac-
cording to the Les Houches standard [23], which can be
straightforwardly interfaced to parton showers. Decay
correlations are trivially incorporated due to the spin-0
nature of the SM Higgs boson.

‡The signal Monte Carlo code underlying this study is planned to
become part of the next update of Vbfnlo and is available upon
request until then.
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Fig. 60: Diagrams contributing to the Higgs pair production process through gluon fusion (an additional diagram
obtained by crossing the box one is not shown).

channel a statistical precision of the order of 1 � 2% is expected on the SM signal cross section, while
the Higgs trilinear coupling could be determined with a precision of order 3 � 4%. These numbers have
to be compared with the precision expected at a possible future high-energy lepton collider, at which the
Higgs trilinear coupling is expected to be measurable with a precision ⇠ 16% for a COM energy ⇠ 1 TeV
and 2 ab�1 integrated luminosity [197–199]. A better precision, of around 12%, is only achievable with
a 3 TeV collider and 2 ab�1 integrated luminosity [200, 201]. Other final states, namely bb̄bb̄ and final
states containing leptons, can also lead to a measurement of the SM signal, although in these cases the
expected significance is lower than in the bb̄�� channel.

Finally, the Higgs quartic self-coupling can be probed through the triple Higgs production channel.
In this case the most promising final state seems to be bb̄bb̄��, whose cross section is however small. This
channel could allow an order-one determination of the SM production rate and could constrain the quartic
coupling in the range �4 2 [�4, +16].

5.2 Double Higgs production from gluon fusion
We start the presentation of the analyses of the various Higgs pair production channels by considering the
gluon-fusion process, which, as we saw, provides the dominant contribution to the total rate. At 100 TeV,
the gluon fusion cross section computed at NNLL (matched to NNLO) accuracy is 1750 fb [29]. At
present, this result is affected by a significant uncertainty (of the order of 10%) due to the fact that the
NLO and NNLO contributions are only known in the infinite top mass limit. A discussion of the current
status of the computations and of the sources of uncertainties will be provided in Subsection 5.2.1.

In the SM the gluon fusion process receives contributions from two types of diagrams (see Fig. 60).
The box-type diagrams, which depend on the top Yukawa couplings, and the triangle-type one, which
in addition to the top Yukawa also includes the trilinear Higgs self-interaction. In the SM a partial
cancellation between these two kinds of diagrams is present, which leads to a ⇠ 50% suppression of the
total cross section. The behavior of the box and the triangle diagrams at high
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quite different however. The corresponding amplitudes scale as
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From these equations it is apparent that, due to the presence of the off-shell Higgs propagator, the tri-
angle diagram is suppressed for high ŝ. This implies that the Higgs trilinear coupling affects the mhh

distribution mostly at threshold, while the tail at large invariant mass is mostly determined by the box
contribution.

The shape of the Higgs pair invariant mass distribution for the SM signal is shown in Fig. 61 [202].
The central line corresponds to the choice µF = µR = Mhh/2 for the factorization and renormalization
scales, and the band illustrates the scale uncertainty, evaluated by varying independently the above scales
in the range µ0/2  µR, µF  2µ0 with the constraint 1/2  µR/µF < 2, where µ0 is the central scale.
The lower panel shows the ratio with respect to the central value, and it can be seen that the scale
uncertainty is roughly constant in the whole range, being of the order of ±5%. One can see that the
peak of the distribution is at mhh ⇠ 400 GeV and some suppression is present close to threshold. The
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Fig. 60: Diagrams contributing to the Higgs pair production process through gluon fusion (an additional diagram
obtained by crossing the box one is not shown).

channel a statistical precision of the order of 1 � 2% is expected on the SM signal cross section, while
the Higgs trilinear coupling could be determined with a precision of order 3 � 4%. These numbers have
to be compared with the precision expected at a possible future high-energy lepton collider, at which the
Higgs trilinear coupling is expected to be measurable with a precision ⇠ 16% for a COM energy ⇠ 1 TeV
and 2 ab�1 integrated luminosity [197–199]. A better precision, of around 12%, is only achievable with
a 3 TeV collider and 2 ab�1 integrated luminosity [200, 201]. Other final states, namely bb̄bb̄ and final
states containing leptons, can also lead to a measurement of the SM signal, although in these cases the
expected significance is lower than in the bb̄�� channel.

Finally, the Higgs quartic self-coupling can be probed through the triple Higgs production channel.
In this case the most promising final state seems to be bb̄bb̄��, whose cross section is however small. This
channel could allow an order-one determination of the SM production rate and could constrain the quartic
coupling in the range �4 2 [�4, +16].

5.2 Double Higgs production from gluon fusion
We start the presentation of the analyses of the various Higgs pair production channels by considering the
gluon-fusion process, which, as we saw, provides the dominant contribution to the total rate. At 100 TeV,
the gluon fusion cross section computed at NNLL (matched to NNLO) accuracy is 1750 fb [29]. At
present, this result is affected by a significant uncertainty (of the order of 10%) due to the fact that the
NLO and NNLO contributions are only known in the infinite top mass limit. A discussion of the current
status of the computations and of the sources of uncertainties will be provided in Subsection 5.2.1.

In the SM the gluon fusion process receives contributions from two types of diagrams (see Fig. 60).
The box-type diagrams, which depend on the top Yukawa couplings, and the triangle-type one, which
in addition to the top Yukawa also includes the trilinear Higgs self-interaction. In the SM a partial
cancellation between these two kinds of diagrams is present, which leads to a ⇠ 50% suppression of the
total cross section. The behavior of the box and the triangle diagrams at high

p
ŝ = mhh � mt, mh is

quite different however. The corresponding amplitudes scale as
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From these equations it is apparent that, due to the presence of the off-shell Higgs propagator, the tri-
angle diagram is suppressed for high ŝ. This implies that the Higgs trilinear coupling affects the mhh

distribution mostly at threshold, while the tail at large invariant mass is mostly determined by the box
contribution.

The shape of the Higgs pair invariant mass distribution for the SM signal is shown in Fig. 61 [202].
The central line corresponds to the choice µF = µR = Mhh/2 for the factorization and renormalization
scales, and the band illustrates the scale uncertainty, evaluated by varying independently the above scales
in the range µ0/2  µR, µF  2µ0 with the constraint 1/2  µR/µF < 2, where µ0 is the central scale.
The lower panel shows the ratio with respect to the central value, and it can be seen that the scale
uncertainty is roughly constant in the whole range, being of the order of ±5%. One can see that the
peak of the distribution is at mhh ⇠ 400 GeV and some suppression is present close to threshold. The
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Fig. 60: Diagrams contributing to the Higgs pair production process through gluon fusion (an additional diagram
obtained by crossing the box one is not shown).

channel a statistical precision of the order of 1 � 2% is expected on the SM signal cross section, while
the Higgs trilinear coupling could be determined with a precision of order 3 � 4%. These numbers have
to be compared with the precision expected at a possible future high-energy lepton collider, at which the
Higgs trilinear coupling is expected to be measurable with a precision ⇠ 16% for a COM energy ⇠ 1 TeV
and 2 ab�1 integrated luminosity [197–199]. A better precision, of around 12%, is only achievable with
a 3 TeV collider and 2 ab�1 integrated luminosity [200, 201]. Other final states, namely bb̄bb̄ and final
states containing leptons, can also lead to a measurement of the SM signal, although in these cases the
expected significance is lower than in the bb̄�� channel.

Finally, the Higgs quartic self-coupling can be probed through the triple Higgs production channel.
In this case the most promising final state seems to be bb̄bb̄��, whose cross section is however small. This
channel could allow an order-one determination of the SM production rate and could constrain the quartic
coupling in the range �4 2 [�4, +16].

5.2 Double Higgs production from gluon fusion
We start the presentation of the analyses of the various Higgs pair production channels by considering the
gluon-fusion process, which, as we saw, provides the dominant contribution to the total rate. At 100 TeV,
the gluon fusion cross section computed at NNLL (matched to NNLO) accuracy is 1750 fb [29]. At
present, this result is affected by a significant uncertainty (of the order of 10%) due to the fact that the
NLO and NNLO contributions are only known in the infinite top mass limit. A discussion of the current
status of the computations and of the sources of uncertainties will be provided in Subsection 5.2.1.

In the SM the gluon fusion process receives contributions from two types of diagrams (see Fig. 60).
The box-type diagrams, which depend on the top Yukawa couplings, and the triangle-type one, which
in addition to the top Yukawa also includes the trilinear Higgs self-interaction. In the SM a partial
cancellation between these two kinds of diagrams is present, which leads to a ⇠ 50% suppression of the
total cross section. The behavior of the box and the triangle diagrams at high

p
ŝ = mhh � mt, mh is

quite different however. The corresponding amplitudes scale as
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From these equations it is apparent that, due to the presence of the off-shell Higgs propagator, the tri-
angle diagram is suppressed for high ŝ. This implies that the Higgs trilinear coupling affects the mhh

distribution mostly at threshold, while the tail at large invariant mass is mostly determined by the box
contribution.

The shape of the Higgs pair invariant mass distribution for the SM signal is shown in Fig. 61 [202].
The central line corresponds to the choice µF = µR = Mhh/2 for the factorization and renormalization
scales, and the band illustrates the scale uncertainty, evaluated by varying independently the above scales
in the range µ0/2  µR, µF  2µ0 with the constraint 1/2  µR/µF < 2, where µ0 is the central scale.
The lower panel shows the ratio with respect to the central value, and it can be seen that the scale
uncertainty is roughly constant in the whole range, being of the order of ±5%. One can see that the
peak of the distribution is at mhh ⇠ 400 GeV and some suppression is present close to threshold. The
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Fig. 60: Diagrams contributing to the Higgs pair production process through gluon fusion (an additional diagram
obtained by crossing the box one is not shown).

channel a statistical precision of the order of 1 � 2% is expected on the SM signal cross section, while
the Higgs trilinear coupling could be determined with a precision of order 3 � 4%. These numbers have
to be compared with the precision expected at a possible future high-energy lepton collider, at which the
Higgs trilinear coupling is expected to be measurable with a precision ⇠ 16% for a COM energy ⇠ 1 TeV
and 2 ab�1 integrated luminosity [197–199]. A better precision, of around 12%, is only achievable with
a 3 TeV collider and 2 ab�1 integrated luminosity [200, 201]. Other final states, namely bb̄bb̄ and final
states containing leptons, can also lead to a measurement of the SM signal, although in these cases the
expected significance is lower than in the bb̄�� channel.

Finally, the Higgs quartic self-coupling can be probed through the triple Higgs production channel.
In this case the most promising final state seems to be bb̄bb̄��, whose cross section is however small. This
channel could allow an order-one determination of the SM production rate and could constrain the quartic
coupling in the range �4 2 [�4, +16].

5.2 Double Higgs production from gluon fusion
We start the presentation of the analyses of the various Higgs pair production channels by considering the
gluon-fusion process, which, as we saw, provides the dominant contribution to the total rate. At 100 TeV,
the gluon fusion cross section computed at NNLL (matched to NNLO) accuracy is 1750 fb [29]. At
present, this result is affected by a significant uncertainty (of the order of 10%) due to the fact that the
NLO and NNLO contributions are only known in the infinite top mass limit. A discussion of the current
status of the computations and of the sources of uncertainties will be provided in Subsection 5.2.1.

In the SM the gluon fusion process receives contributions from two types of diagrams (see Fig. 60).
The box-type diagrams, which depend on the top Yukawa couplings, and the triangle-type one, which
in addition to the top Yukawa also includes the trilinear Higgs self-interaction. In the SM a partial
cancellation between these two kinds of diagrams is present, which leads to a ⇠ 50% suppression of the
total cross section. The behavior of the box and the triangle diagrams at high

p
ŝ = mhh � mt, mh is

quite different however. The corresponding amplitudes scale as
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From these equations it is apparent that, due to the presence of the off-shell Higgs propagator, the tri-
angle diagram is suppressed for high ŝ. This implies that the Higgs trilinear coupling affects the mhh

distribution mostly at threshold, while the tail at large invariant mass is mostly determined by the box
contribution.

The shape of the Higgs pair invariant mass distribution for the SM signal is shown in Fig. 61 [202].
The central line corresponds to the choice µF = µR = Mhh/2 for the factorization and renormalization
scales, and the band illustrates the scale uncertainty, evaluated by varying independently the above scales
in the range µ0/2  µR, µF  2µ0 with the constraint 1/2  µR/µF < 2, where µ0 is the central scale.
The lower panel shows the ratio with respect to the central value, and it can be seen that the scale
uncertainty is roughly constant in the whole range, being of the order of ±5%. One can see that the
peak of the distribution is at mhh ⇠ 400 GeV and some suppression is present close to threshold. The
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Fig. 60: Diagrams contributing to the Higgs pair production process through gluon fusion (an additional diagram
obtained by crossing the box one is not shown).

channel a statistical precision of the order of 1 � 2% is expected on the SM signal cross section, while
the Higgs trilinear coupling could be determined with a precision of order 3 � 4%. These numbers have
to be compared with the precision expected at a possible future high-energy lepton collider, at which the
Higgs trilinear coupling is expected to be measurable with a precision ⇠ 16% for a COM energy ⇠ 1 TeV
and 2 ab�1 integrated luminosity [197–199]. A better precision, of around 12%, is only achievable with
a 3 TeV collider and 2 ab�1 integrated luminosity [200, 201]. Other final states, namely bb̄bb̄ and final
states containing leptons, can also lead to a measurement of the SM signal, although in these cases the
expected significance is lower than in the bb̄�� channel.

Finally, the Higgs quartic self-coupling can be probed through the triple Higgs production channel.
In this case the most promising final state seems to be bb̄bb̄��, whose cross section is however small. This
channel could allow an order-one determination of the SM production rate and could constrain the quartic
coupling in the range �4 2 [�4, +16].

5.2 Double Higgs production from gluon fusion
We start the presentation of the analyses of the various Higgs pair production channels by considering the
gluon-fusion process, which, as we saw, provides the dominant contribution to the total rate. At 100 TeV,
the gluon fusion cross section computed at NNLL (matched to NNLO) accuracy is 1750 fb [29]. At
present, this result is affected by a significant uncertainty (of the order of 10%) due to the fact that the
NLO and NNLO contributions are only known in the infinite top mass limit. A discussion of the current
status of the computations and of the sources of uncertainties will be provided in Subsection 5.2.1.

In the SM the gluon fusion process receives contributions from two types of diagrams (see Fig. 60).
The box-type diagrams, which depend on the top Yukawa couplings, and the triangle-type one, which
in addition to the top Yukawa also includes the trilinear Higgs self-interaction. In the SM a partial
cancellation between these two kinds of diagrams is present, which leads to a ⇠ 50% suppression of the
total cross section. The behavior of the box and the triangle diagrams at high

p
ŝ = mhh � mt, mh is

quite different however. The corresponding amplitudes scale as
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From these equations it is apparent that, due to the presence of the off-shell Higgs propagator, the tri-
angle diagram is suppressed for high ŝ. This implies that the Higgs trilinear coupling affects the mhh

distribution mostly at threshold, while the tail at large invariant mass is mostly determined by the box
contribution.

The shape of the Higgs pair invariant mass distribution for the SM signal is shown in Fig. 61 [202].
The central line corresponds to the choice µF = µR = Mhh/2 for the factorization and renormalization
scales, and the band illustrates the scale uncertainty, evaluated by varying independently the above scales
in the range µ0/2  µR, µF  2µ0 with the constraint 1/2  µR/µF < 2, where µ0 is the central scale.
The lower panel shows the ratio with respect to the central value, and it can be seen that the scale
uncertainty is roughly constant in the whole range, being of the order of ±5%. One can see that the
peak of the distribution is at mhh ⇠ 400 GeV and some suppression is present close to threshold. The
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Fig. 60: Diagrams contributing to the Higgs pair production process through gluon fusion (an additional diagram
obtained by crossing the box one is not shown).

channel a statistical precision of the order of 1 � 2% is expected on the SM signal cross section, while
the Higgs trilinear coupling could be determined with a precision of order 3 � 4%. These numbers have
to be compared with the precision expected at a possible future high-energy lepton collider, at which the
Higgs trilinear coupling is expected to be measurable with a precision ⇠ 16% for a COM energy ⇠ 1 TeV
and 2 ab�1 integrated luminosity [197–199]. A better precision, of around 12%, is only achievable with
a 3 TeV collider and 2 ab�1 integrated luminosity [200, 201]. Other final states, namely bb̄bb̄ and final
states containing leptons, can also lead to a measurement of the SM signal, although in these cases the
expected significance is lower than in the bb̄�� channel.

Finally, the Higgs quartic self-coupling can be probed through the triple Higgs production channel.
In this case the most promising final state seems to be bb̄bb̄��, whose cross section is however small. This
channel could allow an order-one determination of the SM production rate and could constrain the quartic
coupling in the range �4 2 [�4, +16].

5.2 Double Higgs production from gluon fusion
We start the presentation of the analyses of the various Higgs pair production channels by considering the
gluon-fusion process, which, as we saw, provides the dominant contribution to the total rate. At 100 TeV,
the gluon fusion cross section computed at NNLL (matched to NNLO) accuracy is 1750 fb [29]. At
present, this result is affected by a significant uncertainty (of the order of 10%) due to the fact that the
NLO and NNLO contributions are only known in the infinite top mass limit. A discussion of the current
status of the computations and of the sources of uncertainties will be provided in Subsection 5.2.1.

In the SM the gluon fusion process receives contributions from two types of diagrams (see Fig. 60).
The box-type diagrams, which depend on the top Yukawa couplings, and the triangle-type one, which
in addition to the top Yukawa also includes the trilinear Higgs self-interaction. In the SM a partial
cancellation between these two kinds of diagrams is present, which leads to a ⇠ 50% suppression of the
total cross section. The behavior of the box and the triangle diagrams at high
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ŝ = mhh � mt, mh is

quite different however. The corresponding amplitudes scale as
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From these equations it is apparent that, due to the presence of the off-shell Higgs propagator, the tri-
angle diagram is suppressed for high ŝ. This implies that the Higgs trilinear coupling affects the mhh

distribution mostly at threshold, while the tail at large invariant mass is mostly determined by the box
contribution.

The shape of the Higgs pair invariant mass distribution for the SM signal is shown in Fig. 61 [202].
The central line corresponds to the choice µF = µR = Mhh/2 for the factorization and renormalization
scales, and the band illustrates the scale uncertainty, evaluated by varying independently the above scales
in the range µ0/2  µR, µF  2µ0 with the constraint 1/2  µR/µF < 2, where µ0 is the central scale.
The lower panel shows the ratio with respect to the central value, and it can be seen that the scale
uncertainty is roughly constant in the whole range, being of the order of ±5%. One can see that the
peak of the distribution is at mhh ⇠ 400 GeV and some suppression is present close to threshold. The
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FIG. 2: C2HDM T1: Scatter plots for scenarios passing our applied constraints: Higgs pair production cross sections normalized
to the SM value for SM-like Higgs pairs decaying into (bb̄)(��) (left) and light-non-SM-like Higgs pairs decaying into (bb̄)(bb̄)
(right) as a function of the exclusion luminosity.

signatures that become relevant in BSM Higgs sectors.
Thus there exist Higgs spectra with heavy Higgs bosons
that dominantly decay into top quark pairs. These would
induce exotic four-top final states in heavy Higgs pair
production. Such signatures compete, however, with sin-
gle heavy Higgs production and subsequent decay into a
top-quark pair. Applying our rough estimate on the ex-
clusion power of the experiments for this process, based
on the Z

0 data, such scenarios are excluded already, al-
though they have been let through by HiggsBounds due
to the lack of a dedicated experimental analysis for this.
This shows the importance of experimental analyses in-
vestigating top pair final states from heavy Higgs pro-
duction in order to properly assess the exclusion limits
for BSM Higgs sectors - with dramatic e↵ects on possi-
ble Higgs pair production signatures. While our rough
extrapolation excludes about 0.6% of the T1 points for a
luminosity of about 36 fb�1, the e↵ect is much larger for
the T2 sample allowed by HiggsBounds††. Here about
22% of the points would be excluded. This is because
of the overall heavy non-SM-like Higgs bosons in T2 and
their prominent decays into top-quark pairs.

As can be inferred from the figures in the C2HDM T1,
the production of a SM-like Higgs pair with subsequent
decay into (bb̄)(��) can exceed the SM rates by up to
a factor 60. This maximum enhancement factor is the
same for all final states, as the branching ratios of the
SM-like Higgs boson h are almost the same as in the SM.
In the following, we will use the quantity

⌃X =
X

i2SM\{h}

BR(X ! i) , (26)

††
HiggsBounds takes into account data at 36 fb�1.

to classify whether a Higgs bosonX has a sizable non-SM
branching ratio and decay phenomenology. If ⌃X ' 1
then the exotic states can be dominantly discovered in
“standard” SM-Higgs-like decay channels, e.g. X ! bb̄

or tt̄ if the mass of X permits such a decay.
In the H#H# final state with both H#’s decaying into

bottom quarks the enhancement can even be up to a fac-
tor of about 200. The point with the maximum enhance-
ment corresponds to the one quoted in Tab. IV and the
enhancement is due to the large di-Higgs production pro-
cess of 3.2 pb and a slightly enhanced branching ratio into
b-quarks as compared to the SM. The same factor is found
for the (bb̄)(⌧ ⌧̄) final state. Due to a smaller branching
ratio into photons, however, the maximum allowed en-
hancement in the (bb̄)(��) final state only amounts up
to a factor of 40. The H# in this scenario has a mass of
mH# = 131 GeV, and the mass of H" is mH" = 313 GeV.
Its main branching ratios are BR(H" ! ZH#)= 0.53
and BR(H" ! H#H#) = 0.46. The maximum branch-
ing ratios of the charged Higgs boson with a mass of
mH+ = 312 GeV are BR(H+

! W
+
H#)=0.65 and

BR(H+
! tb̄)=0.34. With its large di-Higgs produc-

tion cross section and the large non-SM-like branching
ratios, this parameter point is an interesting scenario for
studying new physics e↵ects (also beyond the Higgs pair
events that we consider here).
All remaining di-Higgs production processes are less

promising. Thus the enhancement factor for hH# pro-
duction remains below 3 in the 4b and 2b2⌧ final state
and below 2 in the 2b2� final state. All other final states
range below the SM values.
As can already be inferred from the maximum di-Higgs

production values in T2, given in Tab. IV the situation
looks much less promising in the C2HDM T2. There are
very few points in hh production with subsequent decay
into the (2b)(2⌧) and 4b final state that exceed the SM

SM-like measurements can show a plethora resonant anomalies 
diHiggs final states important for BSM discovery

…di Higgs final states quickly lose relevance when approaching EFT limit

e.g. C2HDM

[Basler,Dawson, CE, Mühlleitner `18] luminosity at which non-HH 
searches become sensitive

tt resonance searches 
very important
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special role of tops
‣ large interference effects of Higgs “signal” with QCD background

[Gaemers, Hoogeveen `84] [Dicus et al. `94]….
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Figure 1: Distributions of the invariant mass of the tt̄ pair from the decay of a pseudoscalar A of mass mA =
500 GeV before the emission of final-state radiation and before the parton shower for the pure resonance S (filled)
and signal+interference contribution S + I (unfilled). Events from all tt̄ decay modes are included.

Correction factors KS were applied to normalize the generated signal (S ) cross-section to the value cal-
culated at partial next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) precision in QCD [50–52]. The correction factor
for the interference component I is KI =

p
KS ⇥ KB, as suggested in Ref. [53], where KB = 1.87 is

the correction factor to normalize the total cross-section of the SM tt̄ background generated at LO with
MadGraph to the cross-section calculated at NNLO accuracy in the strong coupling constant ↵S, including
resummation of next-to-next-to-leading-logarithmic soft gluon terms. The values of KS range between
two and three for the tested signal hypotheses.

3 Event selection

The event selection criteria for the signal regions provide a high selection e�ciency for tt̄ events. Only
events with a resolved topology, in which the three jets from the hadronically decaying top quark are well
separated in the detector, are selected. This is the most e�cient selection strategy for signal hypotheses
with mA/H < 800 GeV. Events with a merged topology, in which the top quark is reconstructed as a single
jet, are not considered. The event reconstruction and selection criteria are identical to those in Ref. [22]
except that events that would satisfy the criteria for both topologies are classified as “resolved” instead of
“merged”.

Events are required to contain exactly one isolated electron [54] or muon [55] with pT > 25 GeV and
pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.5 [56]. Events must have large missing transverse momentum, Emiss

T > 20 GeV,
computed as the magnitude of the negative vector sum of lepton and jet transverse momenta [57]. In
addition, Emiss

T + mW
T > 60 GeV, is required to further suppress the contribution from multijet events,

where mW
T is the lepton–Emiss

T transverse mass [22]. Events must contain at least four hadronic jets with
pT > 25 GeV and |⌘| < 2.5, reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm [58, 59] with radius parameter
R = 0.4. Jets from additional collisions in the same bunch crossing are rejected using dedicated tracking
and vertex requirements [60]. At least one of the jets must be identified as originating from the decay of
a b-hadron (b-jet) using a multivariate tagging algorithm with a 70% e�ciency for b-jets and light-quark
and gluon mistag rates of 0.5-2% [61].
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4

t� ↵1,2,3 Re(m2
12) [TeV

2] mH± [TeV] mHi,j 6=h [TeV]

min 0.8 �
⇡

2 0 0.15/0.59 0.01

max 20 ⇡

2 0.5 1.5 1.5

TABLE II: C2HDM scan: All parameters are varied inde-
pendently between the given minimum and maximum values.
The two minimum values of the charged Higgs mass range
refer to the scan in the C2HDM T1 and T2, respectively. For
more details, see text.

denoted by h, to be mh = 125.09 GeV [32]. In Tab. II
we summarise the ranges of the other scan parameters.
Note that the third neutral Higgs boson mass mHj 6=Hi,h

is calculated from the other input values and forced to lie
in the interval given in Tab. II. In order to circumvent de-
generate Higgs signals, we additionally impose mHi,j 6=h

to be 5 GeV away from 125 GeV. The SM input pa-
rameters are chosen as in the scan for the CxSM. In our
scan we neglect parameter points with Re(m2

12) < 0, as
they are extremely rare. We check all parameter points
at the 2� exclusion level in the mH± � tan� plane for
compatibility with the flavour constraints on Rb [62, 63]
and B ! Xs� [63–67] Applying the results of [67] we re-
quire mH± to be above 590 GeV in the C2HDM T2. In
the C2HDM T1, on the other hand, the bound is much
weaker and depends more strongly on tan�. Our re-
tained parameter points are put in agreement with the
electroweak precision data by demanding 2� compatibil-
ity with the SM fit [68] of the oblique parameters S, T
and U , including the full correlation among the three
parameters. The necessary 2HDM formulae are given
in [52, 69]. For the check of the compatibility with the
Higgs data we proceeded as in the CxSM, with the di↵er-
ence that we obtained the here necessary branching ratios
from the C2HDM implementation C2HDM HDECAY [58] in
HDECAY [42, 43]. Further details, can be found in [28, 58].

Since we work in the C2HDM, we also have to check for
agreement with the measurements of the electric dipole
moment (EDM), with the strongest constraint originat-
ing from the electron EDM [70]. We take the experimen-
tal limit given by the ACME collaboration [71]. Like for
the CxSM we also checked if the final scenarios induce a
strong first order phase transition [49, 72]. Also here we
found that for none of them this is the case.

III. INTERFERENCE EFFECTS: TOP VS.
DI-HIGGS FINAL STATES

A. Setup

Based on the scan detailed in Sec. II, we implement the
pp ! Hi ! tt̄ and pp ! Hi ! hh resonant amplitudes
into Vbfnlo [73–76], where Hi denotes any of the non-
SM-like heavy Higgs bosons of the CxSM or C2HDM,
respectively. For the parameter regions investigated here
the main production channel is given by gluon fusion.

The one-loop (leading order) computation uses Form-
Calc/LoopTools [77, 78]. Various cross checks against
MadGraph [79] and other results [5, 80–82] have been
carried out. We do not include b quark loops throughout
as they are negligible for the parameter regions studied
in this work.

We select one state Hi, defined as the signal, and com-
pute the squared amplitude for the gg ! Hi ! tt̄/hh

process:

d�os
i

⇠ |Msig(gg ! Hi ! XX̄)|2 , X = t, h , (18)

where M is the signal amplitude given by the s-channel
one-loop diagrams shown in Fig. 1. This cross section
can be understood as the on-shell cross section that one
would obtain from �-times-branching ratio estimates. To
obtain these cross sections and put them in relation to
interference e↵ects, we integrate the cross sections within

|m(tt̄/hh) � mHi | < 2 �Hi . (19)

We keep track of the interference e↵ects with the SM
“background” and BSM signal. The former is given by
continuum gg ! tt̄ production, Fig. 2, for the tt̄ final
state, and by box, Fig. 2, and o↵-shell h-induced gg ! hh

contributions for the hh final state. The latter derives
from the competing gg ! Hj 6=i ! hh diagrams, Fig. 1.
This gives rise to an estimate of the observed cross section
in the presence of interference e↵ects:

d�i ⇠ |Msig(gg ! Hi ! XX̄)|2

+ 2 Re
�
MsigM

⇤
bkg(Hj 6=i, cont.)

 
, (20)

where “cont.” stands for the continuum tt̄ or hh “back-
ground” and (o↵-shell) Hj 6=i contributions as mentioned
above, including the SM-like h.

The scans described in the previous section show that
there are viable parameter choices with the tendency to
produce quasi-degenerate mass spectra in the C2HDM
when both tt̄ and hh decay channels are open. We de-
fine the two non-SM states as “degenerate” when their
mass splitting is less than 10% of the heavy scalar’s mass.
This accounts for most of the parameter points that are
described in Sec. II.

For parameter points that have very small cross sec-
tions in either of the two channels, interference e↵ects
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FIG. 1: Representative signal diagram contributing to tt̄ and
hh resonance searches. h denotes the light SM-like state with
mh ' 125 GeV, while Hi denotes the remaining heavy Higgs
bosons that arise in the C2HDM and CxSM.
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Figure 1: Distributions of the invariant mass of the tt̄ pair from the decay of a pseudoscalar A of mass mA =
500 GeV before the emission of final-state radiation and before the parton shower for the pure resonance S (filled)
and signal+interference contribution S + I (unfilled). Events from all tt̄ decay modes are included.

Correction factors KS were applied to normalize the generated signal (S ) cross-section to the value cal-
culated at partial next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) precision in QCD [50–52]. The correction factor
for the interference component I is KI =

p
KS ⇥ KB, as suggested in Ref. [53], where KB = 1.87 is

the correction factor to normalize the total cross-section of the SM tt̄ background generated at LO with
MadGraph to the cross-section calculated at NNLO accuracy in the strong coupling constant ↵S, including
resummation of next-to-next-to-leading-logarithmic soft gluon terms. The values of KS range between
two and three for the tested signal hypotheses.

3 Event selection

The event selection criteria for the signal regions provide a high selection e�ciency for tt̄ events. Only
events with a resolved topology, in which the three jets from the hadronically decaying top quark are well
separated in the detector, are selected. This is the most e�cient selection strategy for signal hypotheses
with mA/H < 800 GeV. Events with a merged topology, in which the top quark is reconstructed as a single
jet, are not considered. The event reconstruction and selection criteria are identical to those in Ref. [22]
except that events that would satisfy the criteria for both topologies are classified as “resolved” instead of
“merged”.

Events are required to contain exactly one isolated electron [54] or muon [55] with pT > 25 GeV and
pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.5 [56]. Events must have large missing transverse momentum, Emiss

T > 20 GeV,
computed as the magnitude of the negative vector sum of lepton and jet transverse momenta [57]. In
addition, Emiss

T + mW
T > 60 GeV, is required to further suppress the contribution from multijet events,

where mW
T is the lepton–Emiss

T transverse mass [22]. Events must contain at least four hadronic jets with
pT > 25 GeV and |⌘| < 2.5, reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm [58, 59] with radius parameter
R = 0.4. Jets from additional collisions in the same bunch crossing are rejected using dedicated tracking
and vertex requirements [60]. At least one of the jets must be identified as originating from the decay of
a b-hadron (b-jet) using a multivariate tagging algorithm with a 70% e�ciency for b-jets and light-quark
and gluon mistag rates of 0.5-2% [61].
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t� ↵1,2,3 Re(m2
12) [TeV

2] mH± [TeV] mHi,j 6=h [TeV]

min 0.8 �
⇡

2 0 0.15/0.59 0.01

max 20 ⇡

2 0.5 1.5 1.5

TABLE II: C2HDM scan: All parameters are varied inde-
pendently between the given minimum and maximum values.
The two minimum values of the charged Higgs mass range
refer to the scan in the C2HDM T1 and T2, respectively. For
more details, see text.

denoted by h, to be mh = 125.09 GeV [32]. In Tab. II
we summarise the ranges of the other scan parameters.
Note that the third neutral Higgs boson mass mHj 6=Hi,h

is calculated from the other input values and forced to lie
in the interval given in Tab. II. In order to circumvent de-
generate Higgs signals, we additionally impose mHi,j 6=h

to be 5 GeV away from 125 GeV. The SM input pa-
rameters are chosen as in the scan for the CxSM. In our
scan we neglect parameter points with Re(m2

12) < 0, as
they are extremely rare. We check all parameter points
at the 2� exclusion level in the mH± � tan� plane for
compatibility with the flavour constraints on Rb [62, 63]
and B ! Xs� [63–67] Applying the results of [67] we re-
quire mH± to be above 590 GeV in the C2HDM T2. In
the C2HDM T1, on the other hand, the bound is much
weaker and depends more strongly on tan�. Our re-
tained parameter points are put in agreement with the
electroweak precision data by demanding 2� compatibil-
ity with the SM fit [68] of the oblique parameters S, T
and U , including the full correlation among the three
parameters. The necessary 2HDM formulae are given
in [52, 69]. For the check of the compatibility with the
Higgs data we proceeded as in the CxSM, with the di↵er-
ence that we obtained the here necessary branching ratios
from the C2HDM implementation C2HDM HDECAY [58] in
HDECAY [42, 43]. Further details, can be found in [28, 58].

Since we work in the C2HDM, we also have to check for
agreement with the measurements of the electric dipole
moment (EDM), with the strongest constraint originat-
ing from the electron EDM [70]. We take the experimen-
tal limit given by the ACME collaboration [71]. Like for
the CxSM we also checked if the final scenarios induce a
strong first order phase transition [49, 72]. Also here we
found that for none of them this is the case.

III. INTERFERENCE EFFECTS: TOP VS.
DI-HIGGS FINAL STATES

A. Setup

Based on the scan detailed in Sec. II, we implement the
pp ! Hi ! tt̄ and pp ! Hi ! hh resonant amplitudes
into Vbfnlo [73–76], where Hi denotes any of the non-
SM-like heavy Higgs bosons of the CxSM or C2HDM,
respectively. For the parameter regions investigated here
the main production channel is given by gluon fusion.

The one-loop (leading order) computation uses Form-
Calc/LoopTools [77, 78]. Various cross checks against
MadGraph [79] and other results [5, 80–82] have been
carried out. We do not include b quark loops throughout
as they are negligible for the parameter regions studied
in this work.

We select one state Hi, defined as the signal, and com-
pute the squared amplitude for the gg ! Hi ! tt̄/hh

process:

d�os
i

⇠ |Msig(gg ! Hi ! XX̄)|2 , X = t, h , (18)

where M is the signal amplitude given by the s-channel
one-loop diagrams shown in Fig. 1. This cross section
can be understood as the on-shell cross section that one
would obtain from �-times-branching ratio estimates. To
obtain these cross sections and put them in relation to
interference e↵ects, we integrate the cross sections within

|m(tt̄/hh) � mHi | < 2 �Hi . (19)

We keep track of the interference e↵ects with the SM
“background” and BSM signal. The former is given by
continuum gg ! tt̄ production, Fig. 2, for the tt̄ final
state, and by box, Fig. 2, and o↵-shell h-induced gg ! hh

contributions for the hh final state. The latter derives
from the competing gg ! Hj 6=i ! hh diagrams, Fig. 1.
This gives rise to an estimate of the observed cross section
in the presence of interference e↵ects:

d�i ⇠ |Msig(gg ! Hi ! XX̄)|2

+ 2 Re
�
MsigM

⇤
bkg(Hj 6=i, cont.)

 
, (20)

where “cont.” stands for the continuum tt̄ or hh “back-
ground” and (o↵-shell) Hj 6=i contributions as mentioned
above, including the SM-like h.

The scans described in the previous section show that
there are viable parameter choices with the tendency to
produce quasi-degenerate mass spectra in the C2HDM
when both tt̄ and hh decay channels are open. We de-
fine the two non-SM states as “degenerate” when their
mass splitting is less than 10% of the heavy scalar’s mass.
This accounts for most of the parameter points that are
described in Sec. II.

For parameter points that have very small cross sec-
tions in either of the two channels, interference e↵ects
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FIG. 1: Representative signal diagram contributing to tt̄ and
hh resonance searches. h denotes the light SM-like state with
mh ' 125 GeV, while Hi denotes the remaining heavy Higgs
bosons that arise in the C2HDM and CxSM.
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FIG. 3: Ratio of signal+interference cross section � and OS cross-section �
os (for definition, see text) in pp ! hh and pp ! tt̄

for degenerate non-SM-like Higgs states. Points are pre-selected to have resonance cross sections of at least 170 fb at LO in
the tt̄ and 8 fb in the hh channels. Left: 2HDM type 1, right: 2HDM, type 2.

when considered in relation to the on-shell signal defini-
tion can be very large, however in this case they have lit-
tle phenomenological importance. We therefore filter our
results with some minimum cross section requirements
for both pp ! tt̄ and pp ! hh. For pp ! tt̄ we re-
quire at least 170 fb before the inclusion of K factors,
for pp ! hh we demand at least 8 fb. This amounts to
about O(0.5 pb) [83, 84] when higher-order corrections
are included for tt̄ final states and ' 16 fb for hh pro-
duction [85–92].

B. Results and Discussion

1. The C2HDM

In order to investigate the e↵ects from interferences
for the hh and tt̄ final states, we introduce the ratio
of the signal plus interference cross section � (defined
in Eq. (20)) and the signal cross section �

os (defined in

Eq. (18) for the requirement Eq. (19)), i.e.

R(xx) =
�(xx)

�os(xx)
, xx = hh, tt̄ . (21)

In Fig. 3(a) we show R(hh) versus R(tt̄) for the C2HDM
type 1 for degenerate non-SM-like Higgs states, i.e. states
whose masses di↵er by less than 10%. As can be in-
ferred from the figure, there is a broad range of possible
phenomenological outcomes. We can have a large en-
hancement or suppression of the Hi ! tt̄ signal while
the hh rate can be either enhanced or reduced. Points
with large constructive interference e↵ects in the tt̄ final
state are likely to be constrained through pp ! tt̄ mea-
surements. We also obtain parameter points for which
interference e↵ects decrease the search potential in both
the tt̄ and hh channels. Having simultaneous contribu-
tions from signal-signal (i.e. interference between the two
s-channel Hi 6= h contributions) and signal-background
interference for the resonance masses not too far away
from each other, both e↵ects contribute when we ob-
tain a simultaneous enhancement in the tt̄ and hh rates.

+ …..

+

di-Higgs final states
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‣ destructive interference in top final 
states can be correlated with excess 
in HH - how ?
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for degenerate non-SM-like Higgs states. Points are pre-selected to have resonance cross sections of at least 170 fb at LO in
the tt̄ and 8 fb in the hh channels. Left: 2HDM type 1, right: 2HDM, type 2.

when considered in relation to the on-shell signal defini-
tion can be very large, however in this case they have lit-
tle phenomenological importance. We therefore filter our
results with some minimum cross section requirements
for both pp ! tt̄ and pp ! hh. For pp ! tt̄ we re-
quire at least 170 fb before the inclusion of K factors,
for pp ! hh we demand at least 8 fb. This amounts to
about O(0.5 pb) [83, 84] when higher-order corrections
are included for tt̄ final states and ' 16 fb for hh pro-
duction [85–92].

B. Results and Discussion

1. The C2HDM

In order to investigate the e↵ects from interferences
for the hh and tt̄ final states, we introduce the ratio
of the signal plus interference cross section � (defined
in Eq. (20)) and the signal cross section �

os (defined in

Eq. (18) for the requirement Eq. (19)), i.e.

R(xx) =
�(xx)

�os(xx)
, xx = hh, tt̄ . (21)

In Fig. 3(a) we show R(hh) versus R(tt̄) for the C2HDM
type 1 for degenerate non-SM-like Higgs states, i.e. states
whose masses di↵er by less than 10%. As can be in-
ferred from the figure, there is a broad range of possible
phenomenological outcomes. We can have a large en-
hancement or suppression of the Hi ! tt̄ signal while
the hh rate can be either enhanced or reduced. Points
with large constructive interference e↵ects in the tt̄ final
state are likely to be constrained through pp ! tt̄ mea-
surements. We also obtain parameter points for which
interference e↵ects decrease the search potential in both
the tt̄ and hh channels. Having simultaneous contribu-
tions from signal-signal (i.e. interference between the two
s-channel Hi 6= h contributions) and signal-background
interference for the resonance masses not too far away
from each other, both e↵ects contribute when we ob-
tain a simultaneous enhancement in the tt̄ and hh rates.
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exhibit compressed spectra:         
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FIG. 4: Comparison of the invariant mass distribution for pp ! tt̄ (left) and pp ! hh (right) at 13 TeV at LO for the di↵erent
states Hi 6= h (blue: Hi = H2, red: Hi = H3). We show the signal gg ! tt̄ and gg ! hh production following Eq. (18)
as dashed lines. The interference-corrected cross sections, Eq. (20), are depicted as solid lines. The spectra arise from the
parameter point BP1, see Tab. III.
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‣ destructive interference in top final 
states can be correlated with excess 
in HH - how ?
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os (for definition, see text) in pp ! hh and pp ! tt̄

for degenerate non-SM-like Higgs states. Points are pre-selected to have resonance cross sections of at least 170 fb at LO in
the tt̄ and 8 fb in the hh channels. Left: 2HDM type 1, right: 2HDM, type 2.

when considered in relation to the on-shell signal defini-
tion can be very large, however in this case they have lit-
tle phenomenological importance. We therefore filter our
results with some minimum cross section requirements
for both pp ! tt̄ and pp ! hh. For pp ! tt̄ we re-
quire at least 170 fb before the inclusion of K factors,
for pp ! hh we demand at least 8 fb. This amounts to
about O(0.5 pb) [83, 84] when higher-order corrections
are included for tt̄ final states and ' 16 fb for hh pro-
duction [85–92].

B. Results and Discussion

1. The C2HDM

In order to investigate the e↵ects from interferences
for the hh and tt̄ final states, we introduce the ratio
of the signal plus interference cross section � (defined
in Eq. (20)) and the signal cross section �

os (defined in

Eq. (18) for the requirement Eq. (19)), i.e.

R(xx) =
�(xx)

�os(xx)
, xx = hh, tt̄ . (21)

In Fig. 3(a) we show R(hh) versus R(tt̄) for the C2HDM
type 1 for degenerate non-SM-like Higgs states, i.e. states
whose masses di↵er by less than 10%. As can be in-
ferred from the figure, there is a broad range of possible
phenomenological outcomes. We can have a large en-
hancement or suppression of the Hi ! tt̄ signal while
the hh rate can be either enhanced or reduced. Points
with large constructive interference e↵ects in the tt̄ final
state are likely to be constrained through pp ! tt̄ mea-
surements. We also obtain parameter points for which
interference e↵ects decrease the search potential in both
the tt̄ and hh channels. Having simultaneous contribu-
tions from signal-signal (i.e. interference between the two
s-channel Hi 6= h contributions) and signal-background
interference for the resonance masses not too far away
from each other, both e↵ects contribute when we ob-
tain a simultaneous enhancement in the tt̄ and hh rates.

C2HDM T2
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‣ Can Higgs phenomenology pinpoint BSM solutions?
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LHC can investigate this in three directions

1. precision of Higgs coupling extraction  
2. sensitivity of rare final (e.g. di-Higgs) states 

and exotics 
3. sensitivity to weakly-coupled BSM 

Why have we not 
seen them yet?

What can be 
learned at 3/ab?

What about 
beyond the LHC?
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‣ Higgs physics modifications via loop- or kinematics-suppressed 

effects
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Any new scalar fields that perturbatively solve the hierarchy problem by stabilizing the Higgs
mass also generate new contributions to the Higgs field-strength renormalization, irrespective of their
gauge representation. These new contributions are physical and their magnitude can be inferred from
the requirement of quadratic divergence cancellation, hence they are directly related to the resolution
of the hierarchy problem. Upon canonically normalizing the Higgs field these new contributions lead
to modifications of Higgs couplings which are typically great enough that the hierarchy problem and
the concept of electroweak naturalness can be probed thoroughly within a precision Higgs program.
Specifically, at a Linear Collider this can be achieved through precision measurements of the Higgs
associated production cross-section. This would lead to indirect constraints on perturbative solutions
to the hierarchy problem in the broadest sense, even if the relevant new fields are gauge singlets.

I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the Higgs at the LHC [1, 2] and
lack of evidence for physics beyond the Standard Model
have heightened the urgency of the electroweak hierarchy
problem. This motivates focusing experimental searches
towards testing “naturalness from the bottom up” as
broadly as possible. In practice this means generalizing
beyond the specifics of particular UV-complete models
and instead constraining the additional degrees of free-
dom whose couplings to the Higgs are responsible for
canceling the most pressing quadratically divergent Stan-
dard Model contributions to the Higgs mass. While these
couplings may appear tuned from the perspective of the
low-energy e↵ective theory, we may assume they are dic-
tated by symmetries of the full theory. To a certain ex-
tent, this strategy is already being pursued in searches
for stops in SUSY and t

0 fermions, however the Stan-
dard Model gauge representations of top partners are
not necessarily fixed by the cancellation of quadratic di-
vergences. For example, in twin Higgs models [3] the
degrees of freedom protecting the Higgs mass are com-
pletely neutral under the Standard Model, while in folded
supersymmetry [4] the scalar top partners are neutral un-
der QCD and only carry electroweak quantum numbers.
Such models provide proof of principle that the Higgs
mass may be protected by degrees of freedom that carry
a variety of Standard Model gauge charges, and there are
likely to be broad classes of theories with similar proper-
ties.

As we will discuss further in Sec. II, direct searches for
these additional degrees of freedom can be particularly

⇤
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challenging depending on the gauge charges. Therefore
in this work we will advocate an additional and comple-
mentary approach, concerned with exploring naturalness
indirectly. In certain cases this may be the most promis-
ing avenue for constraining additional degrees of freedom
associated with the naturalness of the Higgs potential.1

Specifically, we establish for the first time a quanti-
tative connection between quadratically divergent Higgs
mass corrections and new contributions to the Higgs
wave-function renormalization in natural theories. The
latter are physical and modify Higgs couplings.

To illustrate the possible indirect e↵ects of natural
new physics, consider a scenario where the Higgs is cou-
pled to some new top-partner fields that cancel the one-
loop quadratic divergences arising from top-quark loops.
Eq. (1) schematically indicates that, as well as the usual
Higgs mass corrections, one will also in general have cor-
rections to the Higgs wave-function renormalization2

�Zh, �m
2
h

⇠

(a)

e�

e+

h

ZG0

(b)

e�

e+

h

ZZ

h h
. (1)

At the Higgs mass-scale we may write the full one-loop
e↵ective Lagrangian as

L = LSM +
1

2
�Zh(@µh)2 + ... (2)

where �Zh is directly related to the new quadratic Higgs
mass corrections, LSM is the full SM Lagrangian at one
loop, and the ellipsis denote corrections to the Higgs
mass, cubic and quartic couplings coming from the new

1
For recent work probing naturalness indirectly when new fields

are charged under QCD and contribute directly to Higgs digluon

and Higgs diphoton couplings at one loop, see e.g. [5–7].
2
There are also typically corrections to the cubic and quartic cou-

plings as well, which we do not show in this diagram.
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Note that with the above definitions, we denote the S

particle’s pole mass with mS . The leading order contri-
butions to gg ! HH are given by the Feynman topolo-
gies shown in Fig. 1. At the same time, relevant one-loop
S contributions to the gluon fusion amplitude (modulo
field renormalisation constants) are due to the o↵-shell
Higgs three point function shown in Fig. 2.

Let S be the s-channel and B the box part of the one-
loop gg ! HH amplitude, i.e. the left- and right-hand
side of Fig. 1 where all possible fermion flow orientations
are understood implicitly. The full gg ! HH matrix-
element is then represented by

M = S + B. (4)

In the following we will consider the one-loop S insertion
for S. Writing

S = T
1
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where T denotes the well-known expression of one-loop
Higgs boson production [28, 29], with s = m
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FIG. 4: Counter term contribution to the box graphs of gg !
HH production. The shaded area represents the remainder
(one-loop top insertion part) of the box amplitude.

(pH,1 + pH,2)2, we can directly identify the leading or-
der (or Born-level) contribution
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3m2
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as the Higgs trilinear vertex in the SM. The virtual cor-
rections induced by S arise from the diagrams depicted
in Fig. 2 and are found to be
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This contains divergences that are renormalised by the
counter term contributions shown in Fig. 3. In Eq. (7)
A0, B0, and C0 are the well-known one-loop Passarino-
Veltman [30] functions in the convention of Refs. [31–34].
Tadpoles deserve a special comment as they generate

a non-vanishing contribution for the Higgs boson self-
interaction renormalisation (see e.g. [31]). The SM Higgs
potential reads, after inserting Eq. (2),

VSM(�) = �µ
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�H) vanishes at leading order due to the

choice of v. Keeping track of t = v(�µ
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�H) gives

rise to a trilinear contribution
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Note that with the above definitions, we denote the S

particle’s pole mass with mS . The leading order contri-
butions to gg ! HH are given by the Feynman topolo-
gies shown in Fig. 1. At the same time, relevant one-loop
S contributions to the gluon fusion amplitude (modulo
field renormalisation constants) are due to the o↵-shell
Higgs three point function shown in Fig. 2.

Let S be the s-channel and B the box part of the one-
loop gg ! HH amplitude, i.e. the left- and right-hand
side of Fig. 1 where all possible fermion flow orientations
are understood implicitly. The full gg ! HH matrix-
element is then represented by

M = S + B. (4)

In the following we will consider the one-loop S insertion
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This contains divergences that are renormalised by the
counter term contributions shown in Fig. 3. In Eq. (7)
A0, B0, and C0 are the well-known one-loop Passarino-
Veltman [30] functions in the convention of Refs. [31–34].
Tadpoles deserve a special comment as they generate

a non-vanishing contribution for the Higgs boson self-
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‣ weakly coupled BSM: the       -symmetric Higgs portal Z2
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FIG. 8: Sensitivity projections for the di-Higgs boson pro-
duction as well as other approaches. LHC Di-Higgs results
are shown as the red dashed line. For FCC-hh (100 TeV,
30/ab) we show as the solid (dashed line) the sensitivities
obtainable from di-Higgs boson production based on a cal-
culation without (with) terms ⇠ |Mvirt|2. The blue region
shows the intersection of these two calculations and is this
sense conservative. The green dashed line shows the sensi-
tivity expected from a simple e↵ective potential approxima-
tion for the self-coupling [7, 21]. The red, orange and yellow
regions corresponds to a 1.7%, 1.06 % and 0.5% measure-
ment [51] of the cross section of vector boson associated Higgs
boson production at a future ILC-250 (International Linear
Collider at 250 GeV), CLIC-380 (Compact Linear Collider at
380 GeV) and FCC-ee (electron–positron option of the FCC
at 240 GeV), respectively. Finally the light green region indi-
cates the best sensitivity curve from missing energy searches
according to [8]. Regions, obtained in [7], where the elec-
troweak vacuum is potentially endangered are shown in grey.

blue region in Fig. 8 which now penetrates into the region
� . 1. To estimate the sensitivity to higher order correc-
tions we show the dashed line that includes the squared
virtual corrections.

The impact of the full calculation can be appreciated
by comparison with the green dashed line which is ob-
tained from estimating the change in the Higgs’ self-
coupling by including the e↵ects of the portal scalars in
the Coleman-Weinberg e↵ective potential as in [7, 21].2

The alert reader might realise that, for larger values
of mS , the full computation results in a systematically
higher sensitivity than the e↵ective potential calculation,
where we could expect the Coleman-Weinberg approxi-

2The Coleman-Weinberg e↵ective potential [27] is given by V (H) =
�(µ2

/2)H2+(�H/4)H4+(1/(64⇡2))M4(const.+log(M2)), where
in our case M

2 = m
2
S
+ �(H2 � v

2). As in [21] we have fixed
µ
2 and �H by implementing the condition that v = 246GeV and

m
2
H

= (125GeV)2. The results agree well with those of [7].

mation to be a good one according to Fig. 5. The reason
for this di↵erence is that the expected precision as given
by the �H/�

SM
H

⇠ O(6%) interpretation pushes us into a
regime where weak corrections become relevant. These
are not fully reflected by ad-hoc rescalings of the Higgs
boson self-coupling. Tree-level modifications �H/�

SM
H

are
visible through threshold e↵ects [59–62] (see also [53]).
E↵ects of this type need to be contrasted with coherent
Higgs boson coupling changes [63, 64] that drive the de-
structive interference between the diagrams in Fig. 1, in
particular they a↵ect the box diagrams. As the latter
contributions are relevant even in the high mHH region
where FCC-hh has significant sensitivity, there is an ad-
ditional source of deviation compared to �H/�

SM
H

alone.
The eventual sensitivity yield will obviously depend on
the details of the machine itself as well as the status of SM
precision calculations at the time. That said, it is clear
that su�ciently large statistics could enable us to go be-
yond just finding a deviation from the SM and fingerprint
the origin of the changes in the invariant di-Higgs boson
mass spectrum (see also the recent [65]). As can be seen
from Fig. 7, the dependence on the invariant mass for
the portal scalar is quite di↵erent from a simple change
in the Higgs boson self-coupling allowing to get informa-
tion on the new physics giving rise to the deviation from
the SM.

The sensitivity of di-Higgs boson production has to be
appraised in the context of other approaches that have
been suggested to constrain the model of Eq. (1). In
the following we concentrate on two main methods: the
change in the cross section of vector boson associated
Higgs boson production (Higgs-strahlung) [63, 64, 66]
(see also [7]) and processes where the new scalars S are
produced via an o↵-shell Higgs, typically leading to miss-
ing energy [8, 9].
It is known that the associated weak corrections will

modify the single Higgs boson production phenomenol-
ogy [63, 64, 66] leading to measurable deviations in par-
ticular at future precision machines such as a future lep-
ton collider, FCC-ee, in Z boson-associated Higgs pro-
duction. These constraints do not depend on the energy
momentum transfer, also because the measurement will
be focussed on a very narrow energy range of around 240
GeV [67–70], where Z boson-associate Higgs production
is maximised. The energy spectrum of the incident elec-
trons is typically sharp (see e.g. [71]) for regions where
e
+
e
�
! ZH production is relevant. The yellow region in

Fig. 8 shows the sensitivity obtainable with an 0.5% [69]
precision measurement of the cross section. We have per-
formed similar analysis for the ILC-250 (1.06%) [51] and
CLIC-380 (1.7%) [51] that are shown in orange and red,
respectively.

At hadron colliders, the Higgs portal interaction leads
to pair production of the new scalar S via an o↵-shell
Higgs boson, giving rise to a missing energy signa-
ture [8, 9]. Such analyses are di�cult as no resonance
structure is available to control backgrounds. In par-
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‣  Higgs physics sits at the heart of our BSM efforts 
‣ enhancing theoretical predictions 
‣ limit setting tailored to minimise systematics pollution

Summary
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‣  Higgs physics sits at the heart of our BSM efforts 
‣ enhancing theoretical predictions 
‣ limit setting tailored to minimise systematics pollution

‣ Opportunity to link the Higgs sector to new physics 
‣ cure SM shortcomings (CP violation…) 
‣ multi-Higgs is a hard case for BSM sensitivity 
‣ new collider concepts can maximise precision vs energy 

reach in complementary ways

Summary


